Introduction
In this paper, we develop a new generative paradigm with which to capture phonological generalizations. Our framework differs from standard generative frameworks inasmuch as we eschew all derivational analyses. Thus, we dispense with procedural transformations of underlying and intermediate representations into surface forms by means of the cyclic application of relatively unconstrained context-sensitive rewriting rules, lnstead, we adopt a strictly monostratal approach, wherein a single level of articulatory representation is subject to linguistic constraints expressed declaratively using well-understood logical tools.
In order for our enterprise to succeed, we will require a rich representational system. To this end, we follow the lead of autosegmental and metrical phonology, taking our representations to be organized around natural groupings of articulators. A further similarity to autosegmental analyses and some traditional generative analyses is that we allow underspecification in our lexical rcpresentationsl But in contrast to these other theories, we adopt a single, concrete, surface-based representational system, rather than abstract underlying and intermediate representations of uncertain status. In particular, our approach is strictly monotonic, disallowing stages of analysis in which ill-formed representations are constructed and repaired. Instead, the linguistic constraints we impose, both universal and parochial, combined with possibly underspecified lexical representat.ions, conspire to fully determine surface representations. The result is a fully declarative system, albeit one which can be provided with a procedural interpretation in which lexicai (syntactic and semantic) representatk)ns are incrementally refined into surface representations, or vice-versa, by the application of constraints, citlmr sc~q,cntially or in parallel.
Wc haw" chosen to employ feature structures for our phonological rel)rcsentations, a natural candidate for cu,straiut-based linguistic theories. Feature structures provide two mechanisms for constructing linguistic representations. The first is a multiple inheritance hierarchy of types, which allows the multi-dimensional classification of structures. The second mechanism is that of fi~atures, whose values are themselves modeled by feat.re structures.
Universal and parochial constraints, including lexical representations, are expressed using attribute-value logic. Expressions in our attribute-value logics are interpreted as restrictions on admissible linguistic structures. Being comprised of a representational system of feature structures subject to a collection of attributewdue constraints, our grammars are interpreted in a co-inductive, constraint-based fashion. More specifically, the admissible linguistic structures are modeled by those feature structures satisfying all of the constraints. This contrasts with traditional, inductive or rule-based generative accounts, in which well-formed representations are constructed from a primitive set of well-formed base cases by applying derivational rules.
Unlike many approaches to phonology, ours includes a careful consideration of the morphology-phonology int~,rface. It should be clear how our phonological theory can be integrated with a constraint-based theory of morphology, and thus to constraint-based theories of syntax and semantics. The result is a seamless theory of language relating phonology and semantics, mediated by morphology and syntax. One benefit of constructing such a unified theory is that constraint resolution algorithms can integrate constraints from diverse linguistic sources on-line during processing, as the speech signal is being received. An architecture supporting integrated processing is clearly desirable given the overwhelming psycholinguistic evidence concerning human processing. It is important to point out that our theory, being based on logical constraints over monostratal representations, can easily integrate diverse sources of constraints simply 1)y means of conjunction. The constraints themselves can be highly modular, both across components such as syntax all(.[ semantics, and within components such as phonology. By the same tok(m, it is sl, raighl.lbrward to integrate .niversal and i)arochial constraints, and any level of constraints in between, such as those found i. particular language families. Furthermore, subregularities within a language, which often stem from separate, possibly historically unrelated sources, can also be captured, without the resource to default mecha-nisms. A further desirable feature of our monostratal constraint-based approach is its declarative, relational nature, which allows the same linguistic constraints to be applied symmetrically to both generation alld understanding.
In what follows, we provide specifications of the most important universal constraints involved in syllable and metrical structure, with particular constraints for English syllabification, Malak-Malak and Yup'ik stress assignment, and Icelandic umlauting. For reasons of space, we are not able to include the full signatures (declarations of types) for these grammars, nor will we give all of the constraints necessary to define such a grammar. Readers interested in complete, implemented grammars, including all of the signature entries and collstraiuts, should consult (Mastroianni 1993).
Feature
Structures and Constraints
For linguistic representations, we adopt the feature structure formalism of (Carpenter 1992) , which was modeled on the notion of feature structure employed in tiPS(3 (Pollard and Sag 1994 Feature structures are defined relative to a signature. A feature structure is taken to be a finite, rooted and directed graph, in which nodes are labeled with types and arcs with ffi~atures. Feature structures are typica.lly displayed as attril)ute-value matrices, where the I)ra.('keting indicates the nodes, and features indicate the arcs. Feature structures must satisfy the appropriateness conditions, so that a node of type o" such that Approp(f, rr) is delined must be connected by an arc laIwh,d f to a node of type r such that Approp(f, cr) E r. A feature st.ructurc meeting this condition is said to be totally u,Hl-typcd. 'l'he most general feature structure of type vowel respecting the appropriateness conditions is given in l,'igure I. This structure represents the feature geometry common to all vowels.
In addition to conditions of well-typedness, we re-(luirc every feature structure representing a grammatical linguistic structure to be fully resolved in the following way. Every type must be a maximally specific one, in the sense of not having any further subtypes. For instance, occurrences of the type bool must be resolved to either + or -, and occurrences of type cons to either an obstruent, glottal-pharyngeal, nasal, liquid or glide. This amounts to a closed world interpretation of our type hierarchies, wherein every type can be equated logically with the disjunction of its subtypes (see (Car-I)enl,er 19!)2)). For instance, this equates souorant with 1.1,' di~iun('tion of the types glottal-pharyngeal, nasal and approx, so that ew~ry sol|oraut rrlltst t)c either glottal, nasal or al)l)roximanl.. Anot.her example involves Iwight, where the subtypes of height, high, reed and ~ln addition, our hierarchies respect Carpenter's (1992) introduction condition, which requires the set of features for which a feature f is appropriate to have a most general type. This constraint is motivated computationally, in that it forces the type inference algorithm to produce a unique most general result. But this constraint can be easily relaxed (King and GStz 1993) or reconstructed from a hierarchy which does not meet it (Carpenter and Pollard 1992) . low, exhaust the possibilities. 'l'h(~ closed worhl asSmnl)-tion is iml)licit ill every approach to generative grammar with which we are familiar. Simply sl.al,e(I, it says l.hal. I.he only I,ossilfilities a.re I,he Ol,.S Sl,,cilied as su,'h by I.Im Kl'alllll|ltr. III SylllJt× I'~Jl' ill,l.allC,', ;I li:d, ,,1" I,hr;l~,' sl.ructurc schen,es is typically Lakeli Lo b~: cxhallstive; if a string can not be analyzed according to the rule schemes given, the theory classifies it as ungramnmtical.
Constraints will be of the following form.
(1) ~
[[ere, ¢ is an arbitrary description, which is taken to constrain the possibilities for objects of type o'. We take constraints on a type to be inherited by all of their subtypes. In general, we allow descriptions to specify types of objects, to specify the values of features by further descriptions, to impose equality and inequality constraints on objects. In addition, descriptions are taken to be closed under the logical operations of conjunction and disjunction, and the string operations of concatenation and Kleene-star. Finally, we allow relational and functional constraints by means of definite clauses. The string operations generalize the not;ion or c,,nsl, rainl, found in (Carpenter 1992 ) along lines suggested by l~eape (1991); such operations were coded by functional and relational constraints by Bird and Klein (1993) and by Mastroianni (1993). We will follow (Mastroianni 1993) in our treatment of syllable structure and the arrangement of features in segments. This work is closely relal,ed I.o thai. preseuted in (Scobbie 1992), (Bird 1992) , (Bird and Klein 1993) , and (Russell 1993) . One major difference between our work and that of both Bird and Scobbie is that we have given analyses of vowel harmony. Scobbie, because of his adjacency meta-constraint, is unable to do this, and Bird gives no account of such processes, either. In addition, we give an account of syllabification and stress, neither of which were attempted by Bird or Scobbie. Our work shares with Russell's a concern for the role of morphology both in triggering phonological operations and in interfacing with other components of grammar. Most of the analyses in these frameworks are compatible with our approach; we believe they are best viewed as instances of the same paradigm of monostratal, constraint-based morpho-phonology.
We will assume that the type 7rot has subtypes which a.re arranged as in Figure 2 . We follow (Carl)enter 1992) in our tr['atment of types and inheritanc(,. Thus, all of the subtypes of root have a PI,ACE ~(~atllre, alld a.II consonanl subtypes have a MEIA)DY feature. The repr~;sentation of a generic consonant is similar to the vowel illustrated in Figure 1 , but without stress or tone features, and with an additional manner feature, with all of its appropriate features.
We shall assume that we have syllables, which have rhymes, and optionally have onsets. Rhymes contain nuclei, and sometimes codas, as well. The signature for syllables is as follows. Figure 4 . We define the signature ¢'ntries for nucleus,onset, and coda in Figure 5 . In addition, we constrain onsets, nuclei and codas to be sequences of segments.
In our characterization of the maximal onset principle, we make crucial use of a sonority hierarchy. This is defined in terms of our type definitions as follows. (2) 
Syllabification
The PHON value of a word will have two features, dealing with syllabification/stress, and morphology, respectively. We will be concerned in this section only with the phonological feature, which will he filled by a phon-word. phon.word will be divided into subtypes simple-phon and complez-phon. A complex phon-word will have an appendix. This appendix will appeal" appended to a sequence of syllables. Thus, the SYI,I,S value of a complex-phon will be of type syllable+oapp•ndix. ' 1 'lqw appendix will allow the presence of some eot|sonant 3For any type a, a* is the type of s(~(illCll('f,s Of objects of type a, attd a + is the type of non-emtpy sequences of objects of type a, and • is the type of the empty sequence.
We also allow these operations on descriptions, giving us the full expressive power of regular expressions, similar to the feature structure and automata-b,~ed approa,ches developed in (Bird 1992) and (Bird and Ellison 1992) .
4We use • as a concateneation operator. Thus, ¢ • ~, describes a string consisting of the concatenation of strings described by qt aml ¢. > I,'igure 6: Phonological structure of kisses cluster which wouht otherwise violate the sonority const,ra, int. The sonority constraint is captured as follows. An onset is allowable just in case the segments it contains are arranged in increasing sonority, and no phonotactic constraints are violated. Phonotactic constraints are defined separately for each language. Some languages allow exceptional onsets. We handle this by defining exceptional onset types for each language. In English, we have exceptional onsets formed from, e.g., s, k, r. The sonority condition on codas is the reverse; i.e., the sonority must. decrease (in general, sonority decreases with dista.ncc from the nucleus). An appendix can be fi)rmed, ~u~ in cats, when wc ]lave a consonant cluster containing two equally sonorous segments at the end of a word. For a Ibrmalization of the constraints on codas aml onsets, see (Mastroianni 1993) .
We will use the sonority ifierarchy again in the combination of syllabh,s. It is a well-attested generalization that languages teud to put as much material as possible into the onsets of syllables, rather than codas (the mm:imal onset principle). This principle can be expressed in our systcm by constraining the SYLLS values of words. We allow two syllables to combine only if the last segment(s) of the first could not be combined into a legal onset in the second syllable. This is used in our constraint on simple-phon, given below. 
(4)
According to this definition, a single syllable is consistent. Recursively, a syllable followed by a sequence of syllables is consistent if the last root in the ROOTS value of the first syllable cannot be combined into a valid onset with the first root in the ROOTS value of the following syllable, and the second syllable is consistent with whatever follows. A given pair of roots may not be combined into an onset if the second is less sonorous than the first. These definitions merely express the maximal onset principle, modulo phonotactic constraints and certain allowable exceptions. We handle phonotactic constraints with the gap/2 predicate, where gap(x, y) expresses that x is not allowed before y in an onset. For instance, the sequence tl is an allowable onset with respect to sonority, but English disallows it.
This can be seen in the word atlas, which syllabifies as at-las rather than a-tlas. To capture this Englishspecific, phonotactic constraint, we take gap(t, l) to be a clause of gap/2 in English. Exceptional, yet allowable onsets can be handled by adding exceptional subtypes. For instance, borrowings that allow tlin an onset nmst be protected from being subject to the English gap constraint, s
The definite clause maple, ¢, X) provides the linking relation between our autosegmental tiers, where ¢ represents th,; vowel tier, '¢ the roots tier and X the structure which combines t.hem. G The mapping constraint on phonology values ensures that the end of the ItOOTS and 5In general, if there is a set S of forms subject to normal constraints and a class 7" subject to exceptional constraints, we can create types for these classes which are subtypes of a.nother class. Then constraints on the classes are iudependent, and constraints they both obey can be expressed on their supertype.
6The redundancy here could be eliminated, with unique We now turn to our constraint defining coraplex-phon.
It is a well-known empirical fact that many languages allow consonant clusters at the end of words which could not appear tautosyllabically anywhere else (typically because this would violate the sonority condition on codas, i.e., that the sonority must fall as distan('e from the nucleus increases). In English, this phenomenon is exemplified by many words ending in the r~gular plural and past-tense, such a.s cats, dogs, and washed, which are realized as karts, dawgz, and wagl, r(q)cctively. In each of these examples, the alveolar stop or sibilant which ends the word is of the same sonority as the preceding consonant. The standard treatment of such words in autosegmental phonology is to allow some kind of appendix to appear at the end of words.
In our analysis, a phon-word bearing an appendix would be of the type complex-phon. By definition, such a word has a SYLLS value which consists of some (non-empty) sequence of syllables followed by an appendix. Such a structure will be allowable modulo certain constraints. These can be defined as follows.
(7) complex-phon
The consistency and mapping checks are as before. The compatible(X,Y) clause ensures that the voicing assimilation mentioned above occurs (two segments are compatible just in case their VOICE values unify). Two objects satisfy the epenth(X,Y) clause just in case they are both alveolar stops or both sibilants (at least, for English).
Metrical Phonology

Malak-Malak
Ih'call that the type vowel is defined as having a feature STm,;SS. Following (Mastroianni 1993), we will o(curences of each segment on a single tier. But for (:ompul.;d.ion;d puri)oses, il. is ea.~icst to construct all the relevant si, rti('tttr(~s on-line rath(:r t, ha.n computing tlmm within par-I.i,'u la.r ('(~vlsl.railil.s. suppose that each syllable has a mtcleus containing a vowel. 7 The basic stress pattern of Ma.lak-Malak is built from left-headed binary fcet, with primary stress falling on the first stressed syllal)le ((~ohlsmith 1990: p.174 ). Words are, in general, "right-to-h~ft", meauing that degenerate feet normally appear at the begimfing of the word. s There is one exception to this i)a.ttcrn, which is that three-syllabh~ words tyl)ically have stress on the first and third syllables.gWe provide examl)les of Malak-Malak stress patterns in Figure ? ?, adapted I'rom (Goldsmith 1990: pp. 174-175) . For case of reading, we have inserted hyphens between syllables. Ill keeping with our stress features, we have marked vowels bearing primary stress with a "2", those bearing secondary stress with a "1", and those which are unstressed with a tt0" • In Goldsmith's system, the first syllable of a word rA nucleus could also have a pair of vowels or a voweldiphthong pair. A vowel-diphthong pair will still only have one STRESS value. We can ensure by constraint that any two vowels which appears ill a nucleus in a language with long vowels have token-identical STRESS va, hles.
SAs our system is purely declarativ(,, In our system, procedural notions such as "right-to-hfft" and "h,ft-to-right" arc exppressed declaratively, being characterized ~L~ degeneratefirst and degenerate-last respectively. 9The emphatic forms of thrce-sylIM)lc words follow the usual pattern, with an unstressed lirst and se(:ond syllabic, and stress on the third. with a,t t,~l(I lululber ~,1' syllal)les is "extra-nmtri('al". In ()tiler words, su(:h syllables are ~msigned to I~et, but these feet are deleted afterwards, as a result of a "stress clash" repair mechanism. However, there is no reason why we should assume that initial degenerate feet a/-ways assign stress. If we make this assumption, we have gained "uniformity," in some vague sense, at the expense of procedural complication.
We eschew procedural analyses of the data. The empirical fact is that there are two cases in Malak-Malak.
The exceptional case occurs only in the non-emphatic form of words with exactly three syllables. If we were really dealing with a "stress clash" phenomenon here, we would expect this exceptional case to be the case for all words with odd numbers of syllables. Since this does not hal)l)en , we are perfectly justified in allowing a gouera.I word, aunl ;tit exceptional word, with no ref- followed by a sequence of left-headed feet, the first of which has a stressed syllable with STRESS value 2, and all the rest of wifich have stressed syllables with STRESS value 1.
2. A sequence of left-headed feet as above, with no degenerate foot at the beginning. With these constraints in place, a word must either be of type normal-word or excep-word. In the first case, a u,~rmal.word cant (:onsist of a lel'l,-In(~adod I',.)t, i,,a.n'iJng l)U'imary stress followed by a sequence of one or rnoro. left-headed feet bearing secondary stress, with, Ol:)tionally, an unstressed degenerate foot at the very beginning. In the second case, a word may consist of a single unstressed syllable followed by a right-headed foot. This gives us exactly the attested patterns.
Central Siberian Yup'ik (Goldsmith 1990) gives us some data fi'om Central Siberian Yup'ik, which is taken from (Krauss 1985) . We reproduce this data below. Stressed vowels are marked with a "1", and unstressed vowels are marked with "0". 1° In Yup'ik, final syllables bear no stress. Heavy syllables are stressed, except when they appear wordfinally. The standard foot is right headed; a word with no heavy syllables has all right-headed feet, and a word with a heavy syllable has right-headed feet to the left of that syllable, with alternating stress after that. Note that "heavy-syllable" must be defined here as a syllable containing a long vowel. 11 We define a X°For simplicity, we will not be distinguishing between primary and secondary stress here, though see our earlier discussion of Malak-Malak for indications of how such distinctions can be treated in general.
~lThis is an example of a "parameter" in our theory. In In the standard metrical treatment presented in (Goldsmith 1990) , the final syllable is marked as being "e×trarnetrical" before foot construction proceeds. We will directly mimic this, without, however, using ordered procedures. Instead, we require that the final sylla.hle I)(~ unstressed and contained in a degenerate fo,~t. This gives us the same results as the standard ;i.na.lysis, I)ut a.ltows us to keel) our I,'EE'r values of type foot +. In order to do this elegantly, we will split our l.ype de.qenerale-foot into two subtypes, final-foot and non-final-degen. The only other type of fool in Yup'ik is the iambic foot, rh-foot. We give the signature entry tk~r the Yup'ik foot in Figure 9 ) 2'la We now turn to stress azsignment in Yup'ik. The basic pattern is that all complex feet are iambic, and all non-final heavy syllables are stressed. Thus, any heavy syllables which would not form the second element of an lamb are put into stressed degenerate feet. Degenerate feet consisting of light syllables only appear at the the signatures for some languages, we will want to define cl,,.,cdsyllables as being heavy, while in others we will want those syllables with long nuclei, whether open or closed, to be considered he~Lvy.
,ou-fin-non-fin-fin-hvy-fin-lflhvy-dgn
12Note that, for any type ~r, we take a n to be the type of a sequence of n objects of type ~r.
~3We have chosen to define all complex feet in Yup'ik to I)e binary by defining an appropriateness constraint in the signature that the SYLLS value be of type syllabl~. Alternativ('ly, we could have creat(:d a universal type signature, all.wing arl)il.rarily long f('t't, and iml~oscd a constr~fint re-:dricl.ing, YUl)'ik I'oel. I.o I~c I,in~l.ry. I",il.hcr way, w~ alh,w I.he hlll~lry/niln-l,inary di.~l.itlci.l.n I,~ I,l' silnl)ly llara.nll'l.vriz('d. Now we need to detine const,raints on the construction of words from feet. This is done with ore' constraint, as follows.
This constraint says that we must have an unstressed degenerate foot, as the final foot. The penultimate foot may be either a rh-foot or a non-final degenerate foot.
Finally, any preceding feet, must consist exelusiwqy of rh-foot and non-fin-heavy feet.
These definitions cornbine to give us a granutl;tr in which well-formed words must end in ;ul Ullstressed syllable (by the definition of final-foot). All syllables not contained in the final-fool of a word must be contained in an iambic foot, or be a stressed syllable contained in its own degenerate foot (by the definition of allowable, the constraint on phon-word, and th(' definitions of rh-foot and non-fin-heavy). This gives us exactly the data presented above.
Morphology: Icelandic Umlauting
We now briefly turn our attention to morphology. As we mentioned above, the phon value of a word will Imw' two features, one for syllabification and stress, I'IIONOl,O(|Y, and another, MORP|IOLOGY, for morl>hoh)gical informa.-lion. So far, we haw; only discussed the I>IIONOI,OGY values. We will define a type morph, which will include affixes, infixes, stems, and words. All objects of type raorph will have, minimally, the features ItOOTS, and SYNSEM, filled by objects of types root + a.nd synsem, respectively. We will divide the type word into simple and complex subtypes. As an example of a MORPHOLOGY value, we give the feature structure for the word .fishes in Figure 10J 4 For Icelandic, which exhibits vowel-harmony (umlauting), we will add a feature VOWELS, a feature HARM, and a feature WORD. These features will take values of types vowel +, harm, and bool, respectively. The addition of these features conforms fairly well to standard practice in autosegmental phonology, with the VOWELS feature corresponding to the vowel tier. The feature HARM indicates whether vowel harmony is present, and the feature WORD indicates whether the object in question is a full-fledged word (rather than, say, a partiallyinflected word). With these preliminaries, we can continue with our analysis of Icelandic umlauting, which we treat ~ a cnse of vowel harmony. 14 W~, arc asslling an IlPSG-like synl.ax and s~nlanti(:~. l,'igure 10: MOItI'tlOLOGY vahle for fishes Vowel harmony is gem;rally taken to be. a i)roccss in which the vowels off (typically) a stem assimilate to some feature of some vowel(s) of (typically) an affix. In general, all of the vowels assimilate, or all of the vowels which do not precede some blocking element (if the harmony is with the vowels in a suffix). In the literature, umlauting and vowel reduction in Icelandic are not typically referred to as vowel harmony. However it is clear that, in fact, these processes do match the standard definition of vowel harmony. The process works ~ follows. Suppose we have a noun whose final syllable has a as its nucleus in the nominative singular. One.such word is fatnadh (suit). When realized with the tin.live-plural Suffix, -urn, there is a vowel harninny elfiwt. The [imd a, and any other as in the word whicln a.n. not s,,i)aratcd ['rOlll I, hat a I)y some syllal)le uncle-us which is lit)l, all a, is realized as u, if it is not stressed, and J if it is stressed (in general, the first syllable is stressed). Under a derivational analysis, we have a vowel harmony effect in which an underlying a assimilates to a surface u when appropriately situated in a string of surface as, unless it is the first vowel in the stem, in which case, it partially assimilates, to 5. Thus the combination of underlying fatnadh with -urn, the results in the surface form fb'tnudhum. There exists a class of nouns (mostly borrowings) which systematically differ from this paradigm. In this class of exceptions, the harmony process stops at some point, even though it would continue filrther under the standard paradigm (typically, only the final a assimilates). In such cases, the I~otltmost a which assimilates is realized as 6. One example of such a word is akarn, which is realized as akgrnum in the dative-pluralJ 5 Icelandic exhibil.s the ffllrther property that this harmony process can sometimes occur without a u being present. This can be exemplified by the declension 15In the following, all of the examples of such exceptions will be of this sort, for the simple reason that we are unaware of any ca.ses in which the.assimilation stops further forward in the word. Our analysis will be able to accommodate either case with no Mtera, tions, so this is not a problem. paradigm for barn (child) given below. As we can sec we use these new features and types, the lexical constraint for the word fatnadh is given in Figure 11 a.llowablc ( +, plus-nil, nom-acc-pl) . allowable (-, harm, gcn-dat) .
As in HPSG, we treat the lexicon as a disjunction of the descriptions of its members. As shown by Pollard aml Sag (1987) , this allows a great deal of redundancy in h~xical descriptions to be factored into constraints at suitable levels of generality using multiple inheritance. For instance, the harmony constraints given above will not need to be expressed on a word-by-word basis.
The goals allowable(C, ¢, X) and harmonize(C, ¢, X) in the lexical constraint ensure the following: (12) As the reader may have noticed, we handled the general harmony case by specifying that the entire value of the VOWELS feature harmonize with some sequence of as. To handle the special cases, such as akarv, w(, merely need to specify that the l~st (qenlent of the VOWELS feature harmonize with a singleton list. containing an a. To handle cases where some other as harmonize further forward in the word, we wouhl only need to force some final segment of the VOWELS va.hw to harmonize with some list of as. As an example, we give the lexical constraint for the word akarn in Figure 12 .
It should be noted that, in this scheme, words which do The constraints defining suffixes will be very similar to those defining words, ttere, all suffixes with a first vowel u must have trigger as their HARMONY values (the rest have nil). The constraint defining the dative-plural affix -urn is given in Figure 13 . The way in which tile FIRST, SYNCAT, SUBCAT, etc., are passed to a COml)lexword are exactly as in the English case (Mastroianni 1993) . Here, the only differences are with respect to the WORD and HARMONY vahles. 16 We now turn our attention to the task of delining constraints on complex-word. For this, we add two new 16All affixes are defined in the signature to have -as their WORD value; strictly speaking, this makes the reference to WORD:-in Figure 13 redundant. However, it does make the constraint to follow more readable. Figure 14 . The definite clause c,,mpatil)h'(¢, ¢) is defined as follows.
(13) COmlm.tihle ( trigger, +) compatihh.'(trigger, nil) corn pati hie(nil, minus) compatible (nil, nil) The constraint in Figure 14 allows the dative affix to combine with fb'tnudh and akgrn, but not fatnadh or akarn, which is the d'esired result. Furthermore, the dative affix can combine with any word which has a I[ARMONY value of nil. Thus, it can combine with any word which has a final vowel other than a. These deIiuitions allow us to deal with vowel harmony without resorting to some undefined non-local process. In this way, we have improved significantly on the presentation in (Scohhie 1991). We have also done this in a i)urcly mouostratal theory, without recourse to rule ordcri,gs, extrinsic or otherwise.
Conclusion
The phonological theory which we have outlined has several mlvantages, I)oth theoretical and practical, over the standard autosegmeutal theories. 1. Our theory is properly formalized (see (Bird and I,add 1991) for an explanation of the formal shortcomings of autoscgmental phonology). 2. Because we have kept the features geometry employed in our segmental and metrical representations closely tied to observable acoustic phenomena, our theory can be given a semantics in terms of gestural scores (we follow (Scohhie 1991) in this).
3. With our monostratal, declarative architecture, we ('an do hoth generation and analysis using the same gralnulars. ,I. Our uniform coustraint-based architecture allows us to: It might be claimed that our approach is in some way too unconstrained. But the generality of the constraintbased representational system should not be confused with the restrictions on the linguistic theory. Our approach to phonology is quite restrictive in that all of the techniques we have used merely represent the empMcal generalizations in an intuitive manner. This should be contrasted, for example, with derivational theories in which simple constraints such ms the sonority contour and the maximal onset principle are indirectly captured through ordered context-sensitive rewriting schemata. But, as with most work on linguistics, we have not spelled out the precise boundaries between the universal and the language specific.
